Here’s an odd job in science: on a regular basis, Natasha Mason, a psychopharmacology postdoctoral researcher at Maastricht University in the Netherlands, offers cannabis to her study participants. They get the drug for free — but there’s a catch. They have to puff their vapourizers while lying in a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) machine. In most of the world, marijuana remains illegal for both recreational and medical purposes, but in this laboratory, which also studies the acute impacts of psychedelic mushrooms and LSD, cannabis is a basic material for science.

Roughly 4% of the world’s population has used cannabis in the past year, so studying the effects of the drug matters on a global scale. As regulations continue to relax — the United Kingdom legalized medical cannabis in 2018, and, in April, New Jersey became the 18th US state to legalize it for recreational use — the opportunities for research into the drug are bound to expand.

Unanswered questions about cannabis could occupy scientists for many years to come, says Chad Johnson, a medicinal chemist and co-director of the two-year master’s programme in medical cannabis science and therapeutics at the University of Maryland School of Pharmacy in Rockville — the only programme of its kind in the country. The topics range from its biochemistry and potential therapeutic applications to its public-health impacts and surrounding policy issues. “We’re seeing a boom of interest in the field,” he says. “It’s catching fire.”

Many opportunities
Junior researchers who are interested in cannabis careers have many paths to consider, including academia, industrial cultivation and government policy and regulation, Johnson
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Wadsworth studies the real-world impacts of cannabis policies, including how legalization for adults affects use in minors. The constantly shifting policy landscape in Canada and elsewhere should create many more research questions and career opportunities, she says. “It’s a drug that can still do harm,” Wadsworth says, including compulsive use and potential short- and long-term cognitive impairment. “Public health should still be at the forefront of everyone’s minds.” She adds that the overarching challenge for public-health researchers and policymakers is discouraging illicit cannabis use and moving people to legal, safer and more regulated use without encouraging abuse and misuse. “It’s a tricky balance.”

Responsible use

Preventing overuse is one of the ultimate goals for Mason, who focuses much of her cannabis research on the phenomenon of tolerance. Whether people use the plant for recreation, pain relief or another reason, they tend to lose sensitivity to the active compounds over time and start to need larger doses to get the same effects. Mason and her team use functional MRI to track the immediate brain impacts of cannabis in both daily and infrequent users. The studies are placebo-controlled, which means some participants in the MRI tubes are actually inhaling inert hemp vapour, which has no THC. Mason co-authored a 2021 paper in *Nature Reviews Neuroscience* that summarized the latest findings on neurological impacts of THC, including a link between tolerance and diminishing activity of key receptors in the brain. Ultimately, she says, a better understanding of tolerance should help users and their doctors to tailor doses to get the desired effects, with fewer diminishing returns. That paper also addressed the tricky issue of measuring impairment in cannabis users. As Mason explains, there is currently no cannabis assessment that is equivalent to the breathalyser or sobriety tests used to see whether people are too impaired by alcohol to drive — a shortcoming with many potential consequences for cannabis laws and public safety. Without such tests, some people who are too impaired to drive safely could go unnoticed.

There’s plenty of room for more cannabis researchers, Mason says, especially those with the right preparation. “My advice would be to get experience in another field first,” she says. “You could train in cognitive neuroscience, hone your statistics, or learn how to code. If you want to get into the therapeutic area, you could go to medical school first and then take a postdoctoral position in a lab.” But not all backgrounds are equally in demand, she says. In particular, cannabis research has already attracted a large number of scientists with a background in psychopharmacology. “You can really get ahead and make a name for yourself if you bring something the field is lacking. That would be anything other than psychopharmacology.”

The more than 450 students currently enrolled in the cannabis master’s programme at the University of Maryland School of Pharmacy bring a wide variety of skill sets, Johnson says. He estimates that about half of the students have a science background, including doctors and nurses who want to add to their therapeutic repertoire. The programme, which was launched in 2019, has attracted lawyers, growers and policy advocates working in nearby Washington DC. After graduating, they go on to an equally wide variety of pursuits, including PhD-level research or work in analytical labs or cultivation centres. Johnson adds that training in cannabis research and policy could leave students well-prepared to work with other substances, including psychedelic drugs.

For now, the programme essentially has a monopoly on cannabis degrees in the United States, but Johnson says he hopes other schools will develop their own cannabis curricula. “For [cannabis] to be legitimized, we need more people jumping on board,” he says. “We need to make sure students and medical professionals and the general public are better versed in what medical marijuana is, how it can be used, and how it can be dosed.”

Mason says that cannabis research, like cannabis itself, is broadly accepted in the Netherlands. For example, in 2021, the Dutch Health Ministry announced a €1.4-million (US$1.5-million) grant to support research of cannabis for the treatment of epilepsy in children. It’s a long way from her own childhood in the United States, where she says the message at school was that “if you use drugs you’re going to die”. Still, she says, she has run into some dismissive scepticism at international conferences. “People say, ‘You’re studying what? They think we’re just hippie researchers, sitting around smoking pot with our participants.’”

Varela says that much of the stigma around cannabis research is already fading. He says he faced some scepticism earlier in his career. “When I presented projects to funders, some would say, ‘What? You want to work with drugs?’ Now it’s much more positive,” Varela says. “They see cannabis as an opportunity.”